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Figure 1: 3d model of art installation as exhibited, material cube with sound on plinth

ABSTRACT
“A Grain of” is an art installation made by the authors: a small
cube (25 x 25 x 25cm) of custom-made matter, sitting on a plinth,
emitting sound from within. Its underlying idea is to take a “grain”
from a dense, contemporary urban space and translate it into an
art installation that makes the city experienceable for the audience.
This small cube holds some of the material and sonic ecology of the
city from which it stems embedded in it. In this paper, the authors
describe the technical processes that they have used to sample and
reinterpret the city’s material and sonic ecologies, including Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM), 3d printing, field recording, and sound
synthesis. They offer some theoretical notes towards the grain of
the city in order to investigate how this process of technical transla-
tion produces an experience with affective, poetic, and speculative
potential. They argue that this experience lets its audience critically
rethink the old enduring binaries between natural and artificial or
between the city and nature.
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; • Applied
computing → Fine arts; Media arts; Sound and music com-
puting.
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1 INTRODUCTION: THE ART INSTALLATION
“A Grain of” is an art installation made by the authors: a small cube
of custom-made matter, sitting on a plinth, emitting sound from
within (see figure 1). It draws its main inspiration from a grain of
the city — i.e. some smallest unit of a larger structure such as the
“seed-like particle” that is the etymological root of “grain” [2]. The
primary idea is that the dynamic coexistence of people, nature, and
built elements in dense urban settings inform the material ecologies
within these environments to the extent that it becomes difficult –
if not impossible – to distinguish between what might have been
natural, organical, cultural or human-made in the first place. The
art installation “A Grain of” takes such a grain from the city to the
art gallery, so that the audience may gain an affective relationship
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to the hybrid material realities of the city by interacting with the
installation. Yet, this change of location of this single “grain” from
the city to the art venue is not without complexity, as the authors
introduce a series of methods that translate, reinterpret, resize,
and mediate this grain into something else: they sample from the
city’s streetsides arbitrarily found soil and sound recordings and
further analyze and process them in the lab to develop imaginative,
speculative material-sonic worlds. It is this very physical-sonic
artifact that the audience interacts with in the exhibition gallery.

In this paper, the authors briefly describe their cross-disciplinary,
collaborative art installation “A Grain of” including the procedures
of translation that lie at its ground. They offer some theoretical
notes to analyze a contemporary city’s ecology through material
and sound. They argue that “A Grain of”, by reinterpreting and
enlarging a found grain of a city within an art venue, and by us-
ing a multimodal representation including material and sound,
may produce for the audience a sense of heightened awareness
for the complex material realities of dense, contemporary urban
landscapes.

2 AGAINST BINARIES: THE CITY’S MATERIAL
ECOLOGY

Our contemporary cities, especially those densely populated and
with compact, concrete-heavy urban areas, are often described as
built entities that oppose nature, and binaries between nature and
culture, or between city and the countryside, endure [15, p. 65] [6,
p. 36] [16, p. 506] [13, p. 84]. Yet, we are critical about such a nature-
culture binary as we think that the humanly built environments
always coexist with the natural elements that they may at once
eliminate but also give rise to. In terms of a city’s material ecology,
we deal with what we call “hybrids”: pieces of matter that contain
traces of both industrially-made and organic structures. We under-
stand the material-sonic ecology of a city also as a poetic space
upon which imagination can grow. The idea of bringing a grain
of the city from the streetside to the art gallery takes up exactly
that, namely the idea that we put to work the imagination of our
audience when interacting with the presented art installation.

Figure 2: One of the streetside sampling locations for soil,
sand, puddle water, contact microphone recording, and am-
bient sound recording (City of Shenzhen)

3 PRODUCING HYBRID MATTER
For “A Grain of”, we used found and excavated matter from the
city’s streetsides (soil, sand, puddle water) as components in indus-
trial production to develop new material entities that are hybrids
between the richness of material traces from the city and “clean”
industrial production (see figure 2). We produced an experimental
material expression of which the cube is shaped: a hollow cube with
a rich textural surface. The materiality of the cube we produced
through mixed methods, technologies, and scale transitions, merg-
ing science, design, industry, and crafting. From the scientific obser-
vation through Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), we obtained the
three-dimensional morphology of grains from the collected soil at
microscopic scale. This otherwise invisible anatomy we translated,
through experiments of scale, into a texture for the hybrid-produced
material, which also embeds traces of raw matter. The materiality
of this project is an interface to experience the invisible essence
of our urban surroundings. We present it as flexible and viscous,
capable of escaping all the binary codes of human vs. non-human,
natural vs.artificial, and digital vs. physical.

Methodologically, we approach the hybrid and complex nature
of contemporary matter through practices of material speculation,
which are introduced by Wakkary et al. [17] as complementary to
design fiction and drawing on the literary theory of possible worlds.
This approach is based on the production of specially designed
artifacts, as counterfactual artifacts, which are insinuated in our
everyday world as alternatives. Material speculation utilizes physi-
cal design artifacts to generate possibilities to reason upon. A key
aspect of counterfactual artifacts is the encounter with people, in
fact, “the possible world or fictional account is not embodied fully
in the counterfactual artifact rather it is generated by interactors
in the encounter or experience of the counterfactual artifact.” [17,
p. 100] The material expression of the cube offers both an alter-
native experience of the actual matter of our urban surroundings
and an opportunity to experiment and speculate on contemporary
production processes. The object is realized through what we could
consider a form of “hybrid crafting” [9, p. 684]. “The digital age
continues to challenge craft. As digital technology enters craft pro-
cesses, any skill- and knowledge-based craft concepts must embrace
abstract tools, too.” [9, p. 683]. We use sophisticated scientific tools,
such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), combined with common
digital manufacturing and iterative prototyping with different tech-
niques and materials, as a contemporary form of post-industrial
designmanufacturing.We translate the data obtained from the AFM
into 3d models through additive manufacturing. During the process,
we interpreted and scientifically manipulated the gained data by
adopting different scales of visualization, and we finally selected
the morphology which represents the anatomy of the collected
matter, which is displayed in figure 3.

4 THE SONIC GRAIN
A similar rationale than in the city’s material ecology also guides
our thinking when it comes to the sonic ecology that we find in
densely populated urban settings. In sound, binaries between mu-
sic and noise, or between sound and noise, remain perhaps even
more enduring than the nature-culture binaries [3, p. 2]. The sonic
ecology of a city is rather well studied in academic research [1] [4],
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Figure 3: Experiments of manufacturing, first prototype of
Sample1, wet vegetal matter under decomposition (soil #1).
3d printing, opaque white resin. On the left, we used a loga-
rithmic vertical scale, and on the right, a linear vertical scale.

[5] [10] [14], yet in the everyday it is often put away as pollution
or noise with a hint of depreciation – provided it is noticed at all.
Cathy Lane and Angus Carlyle remind us that field recording – a
practice of documentary media used to represent sonic environ-
ments – can provide us with “unique insights into the world that
no other documentary medium is able to deliver” [7, p. 13]. Beyond
sound as a way of knowing, they understand it in terms of its “af-
fective pleasures” [7, p. 13] for the listener – a pleasure that lies less
in the indexed knowledge than in the very sound itself. Following
Lane and Carlyle, we believe that listening to the sonic ecology of
a city can teach us additional knowledge about how its ecology is
composed. We take this exercise of listening as an opportunity to
move beyond any noise-sound binary, and we instead understand
the sonic ecology as “vibrational practice” that “always comes into
being through an unfolding and dynamic material set of relations”
[3, p. 10].

We recorded the city from each streetside location from which
we also took soil with both a contact microphone that picks up
vibrations from the ground and a regular condenser microphone
that captures the surrounding ambient noise. The spectrograms
and waveforms of both microphones are displayed in figures 4
and 5. Through this technical array of microphones that we put
out in the city, we sampled a sonic ecology that is made of back-
ground traffic sound, foreground footsteps and individual passing
cars, low-frequency vibrations from heavy trucks, nearby subway
trains, construction noise, and ambient noise from wind, rain, in-
sects and birds. Along the lines of our observations with the soil
samples, these recordings exemplify the hybrid nature of the ur-
ban sonic ecology, which contains, and deeply mixes, natural with
human-made and technological sounds. We particularly attend the
city’s most unspectacular sonic ecologies, found in the streetside
underwoods between cars, waste, worms and rats. These are the
locations which commonly go unnoticed [5, p. 8]. But in each such
sonic “grain” that we collect, that is, record, we can find the entirety
of the (sonic) city. The captured samples were then subjected to

technological processes in order to enrich them and to emphasize
their hybridity on an affective level. We took pure digital sine waves,
and we run these sine wave tones through a granular synthesis
algorithm that cuts the wave up in little 10ms chunks, repeats and
overlaps these little chunks so to produce a dense, granulated sonic
texture [11] [12] that may remind us of a large number of grains
sounding together – displayed in figure 6. Ultimately, the granu-
lated sine wave texture is blended with the mixed city sample. The
outcome is a sonic composition that is site-specific to the city from
which it stems and to the material grain that the cube is made of.

Figure 4: Spectrogram&waveform of streetside sound record-
ing with contact microphone, showing low frequency rumble
under 400 Hertz (here in a 40sec excerpt)

5 CONCLUSION: THE GRAIN AS AN
INTERFACE

What the audience in the gallery experiences is an art installa-
tion that makes sound: a small cube on a plinth. This small cube,
metaphorically and literally, holds some of the material and sonic
ecology of the city embedded in it. The audience experiences how
the physical material world of that city interacts with its sonic
reality. The art installation produces a small-scale multimodal ex-
perience from within a small cube – thereby inviting spectators to
“micro-immerse” themselves when approaching it. “A Grain of” is a
small and subtle installation that refrains from giving answers and
instead incentivizes the audience to view our contemporary urban
settings differently. At the basis of the work lies a material-sonic
sample, acting as an “inter-face” [8, p. 148] – an actual touching
surface between matter, light, and sound as well as a “space be-
tween” [8, p. 148] (the human and the machine) – for experiencing
the multimodal sonic and material ecologies of the sampled city.
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Figure 5: Spectrogram & waveform of streetside sound recording with ambient condensor microphone, showing mostly mid
and high frequency noise (here in a 1min excerpt)

Figure 6: Spectrogram & waveform of synthetic sine wave
tones processed with granluar synthesis algorithm. The rep-
resentation indicates the many short rhythmic ‘grains’ that
add to the sonic texture (here in a 10sec excerpt)
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